
 

OSCAR BABY 

It’s a Dog’s Life!!! 

To my fan club out there I say a big Hello. I am Oscar, Oscar Baby to those who know me 

well. I live in a Hotel in the middle of `Dogs own Country`, spoilt by all the customers and 

envied by every dog who knows me. Treats on tap!! 

The honorary Pack Leader Alpha One - allowed to use the title only because she supplies 

food, treats, walks, kisses and has her life generally ruled by me – is taking dictation and 

typing up my memoirs and day to day bits of knowledge and experiences that I think should 

be passed on. Some things she already knows and some things will be quite a surprise - even 

to her. 

For those of you who don`t know me yet – you have a big treat in store.  

If I was to join a dating site (not that I have to – I am somewhat of a local ladies man) I 

would be described as suave, grey - in a distinguished kind of way, single minded (or bloody 

minded if you listen to Alpha One) and a fine figure of a dog. My ethnic origins are a bit 

jumbled, bit of Patterdale, bit of Schnauzer, (a bit of Devil – if you listen to Alpha One) and 

bits of other terrier things which, I think, gives a very interesting mix. I am in the prime of 

life with good teeth and I work out daily.  

I was born on a farm in the Midlands and ran away. Lived with a family in the Midlands for a 

few months and ran away. Lived with a family in London for a couple of years and every 

time I ran away they would have me caught and brought back. They were nice but I think I 

just got too much for them so they advertised me on the Internet and that is how Alpha One 

found me.  

I ran away from Alpha One a few times in the beginning, I can escape from anywhere, but 

she always managed to catch me eventually. Then, one day , she said `Oscar, today I am 

going to open the gate for you – if you want to run away `Go Now`, because I am far too 



busy to spend three hours a day trying to catch you`. And she did! She opened the gate that I 

usually had to spend quite a while pulling back the bars and mesh, and she just let me out! I 

walked around the garden for a while then came back to see if she had missed me – but, there 

she was, making a Steak Pie, calm as anything. I have put my escape plans on hold for now, 

it`s no fun when you are not being chased - and the Steak Pie is too good to miss. 

So that is me and that is how I ended up `living the dream` up here in Scotland. There is not 

much I would care to remember from my early years – I think my life really started when I 

got to the Hotel - so that is where my story starts......... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Note from Susan – Alpha One!! – I found Oscar through a private rehoming advertisement on Dog Pages 

Forum – He was very loved by his previous owners but a change to their personal circumstances meant that 

they could no longer give him the time he needed.  Although it was a private re-homing we were still `home-

checked` and spent several weeks exchanging information so that the re-homing was as successful as possible.  

A big thanks to Teresa, Andrew and Zac for letting me take Oscar and an even bigger thank you to Dogs Pages 

Forum who do a great job in helping Dogs – both private and through Rescue Centres – find their `forever 

homes`). 

 



The First Six Months 

 

I have never, ever liked cars. I just don`t understand how you can get in at one place with one 

lot of smells then get out a little while later in a completely different place with all new 

smells without using your own four feet and leaving messages on the way!!! Anyway, that’s 

how I arrived at the Cross Keys Hotel, in Alpha One`s car after she had picked me up from 

my other family. I had no idea where I was, why I was here, with strange people I didn`t 

recognise, smells I didn`t recognise. I just wanted to go Home. 

 

I stuck pretty close to Alpha One as she was the only link I had 

to getting back and because I wasn`t feeling too good after the 

car journey. I think I was a little bit traumatised. I didn`t know 

what was happening to me. All my terrier instincts were on 

alert. I couldn`t eat, I couldn`t sleep and I spent all of the first 

night sitting under the coffee table planning my escape.  

 

Alpha One kept her distance. She had bought me a lovely new bed, she left water and food 

out for me and left all the doors in the apartment open so I could explore when I wanted to. 

The next day we went for a long walk all around the village so I knew where I was. I don`t 

remember much about that day except how clean the air felt when I sniffed. No fumes. No 

rubbish. Lots of trees, water and new dogs. But nothing I recognised. 

And that is how our days progressed. With me on a long lead we walked to the woods, 

around the golf course, around the Loch, around the village and I spent every night sitting 

under the coffee table. Alpha One didn`t make any fuss but she did hide little treats in my 

new bed which I would go and take when she wasn`t there!! Then, after a few weeks of 

getting to know where I was, we walked to the 

woods and Alpha One took off my lead and let 

me run free...... it was wonderful.....I ran around 

like a mad thing. Around the trees, in the 

bracken, rolled in the leaves, jumped in the 

pond and had a really good time. That night I 

finally slept in my new bed. 

As the weeks went by I relaxed more. I liked this big house with lots of rooms and I spent 

most of my days with Alpha One as she seemed to look after a lot 

of people – they were always coming and going. I had another 

new bed in the reception area where I could lay and watch what 

was going on and check the front door. I still missed my old 

family but I was starting to forget their smells.  

My New Bed! 

The Cross Keys Hotel 



Let me tell you a bit about Alpha One. Her name is Susan or sometimes Mummy, as in `come 

to Mummy` or `where`s Mummy`s baby?` or, and more often `Mummy is not very impressed 

with you Oscar!` She did have a mate when I arrived but even I could tell he wasn`t Alpha 

material. In the dog world Alpha One would probably be a real foxy terrier and her mate 

reminded me of ...... a cat! He spent a lot of time grooming himself but was of no use at all.  

I remember one day, a few weeks after I arrived the three of us went for lunch to the coast. 

After lunch we went for a walk along the beach and the mate decided that I could have a run 

off the lead. Three hours later he was still trying to catch me!! It was dark by this time, 

raining and very cold. I was getting bored and wet so I waited 

until he was about half a mile up the beach searching for me 

then I ran back to Alpha One who had gone back to the car to 

ring staff to open the bar for her!! She picked me up and put me 

in the car without saying a word – I know she was angry at me 

but she hid it well. We waited ages for the mate to stumble back 

up the beach in the dark. He was soaked to the skin and 

freezing cold. I think that cheered her up a bit.  

 

He never bothered with me much after that...........we waved goodbye to him a few weeks 

later. He accused Alpha One of replacing him with me. She said that I would probably cost 

her less and enhance her life a lot more than he could. She didn`t mince her words. So then 

there was just the two of us. 

Alpha One is in the prime of life too. She has lots of hair on her head and 

laughs a lot now that the mate has gone and she always smells nice. She 

talks away quite happily to me and we go for long walks every afternoon 

whatever the weather. It is a big job looking after her so she can look after 

this Hotel and sometimes she is tired – we are up early to make breakfasts 

and don`t go to bed until very late. But we never miss our walk. 

 

The weeks went by and we settled into our routine. I say Hello to 

the guests every morning when they are having breakfast, spend 

the rest of the morning half asleep in my bed in reception whilst 

Alpha One does her paperwork, our walk in the afternoon, then 

dinner and afternoon siesta and then I spend my evenings in the 

Bar. What a great place a bar is! I was a bit wary at first – lots of 

new people, lots of new smells and a big log fire. Quite scary. 

But the customers are dog people – they knew that I had to make 

the first move and so they let me settle in at my own pace. Pretty 

quickly I became `Oscar the Hotel Dog`. People brought me treats and made quite a fuss of 

me if I allowed them to. I especially liked Julia the Housekeeper - who knew just were to 

scratch behind my ears - and her mate Frank the Cellar Man. Julia the Housekeeper brought 

her pack to meet me - Midge the Springer and Millie the Labrador – but, they are `working 

dogs` and are not allowed to play very often. 

Alpha One! 

The Bar! 



After a few months Alpha One`s friend came to stay for a few weeks. Her name is Sonja and 

she brought her pack with her, Nelson and Lady – two Pointers 

– and we had a great time. We would all go for much longer 

walks and, whilst I liked to hang out with Nelson, Lady took 

quite a liking to me, which is hardly surprising, and followed 

me around constantly. She was quite demanding, but she 

slobbered over me with such adoration that I got quite attached 

in the end. Sonja is a real dog person as well and I was really 

sad when they left but Alpha One told me that they come to 

stay often so I should make the most of the rest time in between. 

I wasn`t always the best of dogs during my first few months at the Hotel. We have a very big 

yard at the rear which is walled on three sides and fenced and gated on the other. I managed 

to get over the fence, through the fence, under the fence, through the gate, under the gate and, 

despite Alpha One`s best efforts – and those of Neil the Maintenance Man – to fully secure 

the yard - I still escaped. If I got into the garden this was open access to several other big 

gardens - it was idyllic. No cars, trees and bushes to hide in, lots of people chasing me – life 

was just one big game......Until Alpha One put an end to it by opening the gate and telling me 

to `Go Now`. I just couldn`t believe it. But I think she was just tired and had got pretty fed up 

with the chasing game and she did have lots of people to look after. 

On the good side, because I always come back to the Hotel now after about half an hour – she 

opens the gate for me every morning so I can go and visit all of my new friends in the other 

gardens. There is Jasper the Bearded Collie who lives three gardens away and Gertie the 

Sheepdog who lives next door to him. Next door to the Hotel is the Village Shop and in that 

garden lives Hamish the Scottie Dog. We had a bit of trouble at first 

because Hamish thought my garden was his territory as well... not for 

long......after a few battles I reclaimed my garden and started making 

regular little forays into his. We called a truce in the end and I usually 

finish my morning stroll having a breakfast bonio with him in his 

house. 

Just when I thought I was settling in and making this my little Kingdom - disaster! One 

Sunday morning Alpha One made me sit for an extra brushing and told me I was in for a big 

surprise. The doorbell went about two in the afternoon and there, at the door, was my 

previous family. Why were they here? Were they taking me away? Had I escaped just too 

often for Alpha One to want me? This couldn`t be happening. I didn`t want to go back to 

London to the fumes and the traffic and just the park to run in. I loved it here – this was my 

home now. I have friends. I have people who love me. I felt ill, I was weak at the knees – all 

four of them – and I couldn`t stop shaking.  

We all went for a walk so that Alpha One could show them one of my regular walks and how 

beautiful it is here – then we had dinner and they stayed over in the Hotel for the night. I 

couldn`t sleep. I sat under the coffee table again that night and nothing Alpha One did could 

get me out. I refused to go down to breakfast and stayed under the table until Alpha One 

came and carried me out. This is it, I thought, she is giving me back – but she didn`t, she had 

carried me out so that we could wave goodbye to them –they were visiting friends in 

Yorkshire and had extended their stay so they could visit with me to make sure I had settled 

in. I think that they were a bit upset that I didn`t leave Alpha One for the whole time that they 

Hamish in the snow! 

Nelson and Lady! 



were here and I am sorry for that – I should have made more of a fuss of them – they had 

been good to me in the past – but they never understood me like Alpha One does. 

At the end of my first six months with Alpha One at the Hotel I knew that this was where I 

was meant to be. I loved it. It is so clean here with air that carries the most fantastic smells - 

sheep, cows, horses, deer and rabbits as well as lots of dogs and the occasional cat. When I 

allowed it, Alpha One could brush me, scratch me, lift me on to her lap and just generally 

pamper me. I was not the most affectionate of dogs and I still couldn`t bring myself to jump 

up on the sofa and sit next to her but, I did lick her hand occasionally which made her very 

happy. 

I was content. I was Alpha One`s much loved Oscar Baby. I had responsibilities. I had a great 

social life. I was Home. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 



The Next Six Months 

 

Life was good. I was Home and, apart from trips to the Vet and visits from the dog groomer, I 

was in `Doggy Heaven`. 

Most days followed pretty much the same routine but with lots of different people visiting the 

Hotel – some would stay for just one night, others would stay for several nights and others 

would stay for weeks at a time. People would arrive with fishing tackle, golf bags, guns, 

laptops, cameras and canvasses and there were always walking boots lined up in reception. 

My favourites are the Motorbikers who always make a big 

fuss of me – I wasn`t too sure about them at first – motorbikes 

are very noisy and they don`t smell too good but, once they 

are parked up and their riders take their big hats off - they are 

great. Motorbikes make good tree substitutes in my yard so I 

make sure I mark every one of them so they will always know 

where they have been. I don`t always understand the Bikers 

because they come from all over Europe according to Alpha 

One – but a scratch behind the ear and a kind voice is the 

same in any language. 

It was about this time that two very important things happened. I met `the love of my life` 

and Alpha One decided that we should make the Hotel `Dog Friendly`. 

We were in the bar one night when a man came in and asked for a room – he had been 

working up on the West Coast and was travelling back South. He said he had his dog with 

him and could she stay too. Alpha One said that if the dog was sociable with me she could 

stay – so he went back to his car to get her. He brought back the most beautiful babe I have 

ever seen. She was a magnificent German Shepherd called Layla and it was love at first 

sight!! Alpha One was a bit wary at first – but we were smitten! We spent the rest of the 

evening sharing treats in the Pool Room and playing with a knotty rope thing that Alpha one 

or the customers throw for me sometimes. We both cried when we were parted at bedtime but 

I was up extra early the next day so I could sit outside her bedroom door to take her down for 

breakfast. We only had an hour together before she had to leave – I was 

devastated – who knew if we would ever meet again? We both cried again 

when she left. Alpha One was very understanding and gave me extra 

treats that day. She knew my little heart was broken. I have never seen 

Layla again but I think about her often.  

From that night , Alpha One decided that we would be a `Dog Friendly` Hotel, bought two 

mega vacuum cleaners so that guests who didn`t bring dogs wouldn`t ever have to see dog 

hairs anywhere, and allocated rooms to suit. The only condition she made was that any dog 

staying here had to be sociable and friendly to other dogs – and it has been great. I have made 

lots of new friends – although none like Layla – and many of these dogs come back time and 

again. Alpha One knows – dogs need holidays too.  

 

 

The Motorbikes in my Yard! 



The Hotel is right in the middle of our village – New Galloway isn`t actually a village – it is 

the smallest and most picturesque Royal Burgh in Scotland - and very proud of it we are too – 

but it is much easier to call it a village. It is in an ideal spot – 

right at the top of Loch Ken and on the very edge of The 

Galloway Forest Park (I know this because I hear Alpha One 

telling people on the telephone). This is perfect dog country – 

and good for people as well. The village is very friendly and, 

because we have the village pub – everybody knows us. This 

isn`t always a good thing for Alpha One though. 

The first Christmas I was here she asked the gardener to bring her some holly sprigs to put 
into the 10 window boxes on the front of the hotel.  When it arrived, she put on a little fleece 

jacket (thinking she would only be 5 minutes) tied me to the front door so I could watch and 

took the bag of Holly outside to put in the boxes.  The first person came along `What are you 

doing Susan?`  Alpha One `I`m putting holly in the window boxes so the Hotel will look 

festive`.  Him `I have got better holly than that and it`s got more berries on, I will go and get 

some for you...` Alpha One ` It`s OK I have loads here – oh he`s gone`.  The next person 

came along....`What are you doing Susan?`   Alpha One  `I am putting holly in the window 

boxes so the Hotel will look festive`   Her   ` I have much better holly than that.  I will go and 

get you some`   Alpha One `no really, it`s OK I have loads here – oh she’s gone`.   This went 

on for ages with everybody having better holly than the last person.  It was like the Holly 

Olympics! We were absolutely freezing by this time and we had so much holly we couldn’t 

see out of the windows for the whole of Christmas.   

I love Christmas now – I have my own stocking that Alpha One 

hangs on the big fireplace in the bar and I get loads of presents 

from all of my friends in the village and a big bag of goodies from 

Alpha One. The mess on Christmas morning when I rip the paper 

off........wonderful! 

 

And Christmas ended my first full year at the Hotel. I love 

helping Alpha One run the Hotel. I am really good at 

`meeting and greeting` all of the people and dogs who stay 

here. I have had some great `write ups` in the visitors book – 

I even have Christmas cards sent to me with photos of me 

that people had taken during their stay – I was becoming 

famous..... what a great life. 

 
 

 

 

New Galloway! 

Me and our guest Jeffry! 



The Second Year 

Life goes on pretty idyllically for me. I like my routine, I like my walks and, for the first 

time, I saw Snow. It`s wonderful and great to roll in. Alpha One insisted I wore my coat 

when we went for our walk to the golf course just further up the road. Dogs are not allowed 

on the course usually but when it snows it is the most popular place in the village for sleds 

and skis – so one little dog won`t make much difference. We climbed up 

the hill on the 9
th

 hole and the first time I rolled in the snow the coat acted 

like a toboggan and I shot down the hill on my back 

with my legs waving in the air and couldn`t stop! I 

arrived at the bottom in an undignified heap only to 

see Alpha One collapsed in the snow at the top of 

the hill laughing hysterically...... I didn`t think it 

was very funny. She took the stupid coat off me so I could roll in the snow 

without shooting off anywhere.... but she didn`t stop laughing for ages. 

We have had some changes at the Hotel as well. Julia the Housekeeper has left 

to go and look after people in their own homes – so I only see her now when 

she comes into the bar for a drink or for a coffee and a `gab` with Alpha One. 

Angela, who was Julia`s assistant is now the Housekeeper.  

Now, Angela is not a dog person. She `tolerates` dogs which, Alpha One says, 

is a good thing in a way because Angela makes sure that there is not a trace of 

dog left in the Hotel after our dog guests have gone. No hairs, no smells – she 

can be a bit fanatical about it but, I do have to say that our Hotel always looks 

and smells lovely. 

Alpha One shares the cooking with Johanna the Cook. They are both great 

cooks but as they say – they buy the best in and serve the best out! Almost 

everything on the menu is local and, as Alpha One hates frozen food – almost 

everything she serves is fresh.  

 

Then there is Donna, she does a bit of everything , kitchen, bar, housekeeping – 

as we all do really – but Donna is another one who doesn`t really appreciate how 

wonderful dogs are. One of my `missions` is to convert Donna and Angela into 

my devoted slaves. I am working on a plan...... 

 

Neil the Maintenance Man thinks I am wonderful and can usually be relied 

upon to share his bar of chocolate with me when Alpha One isn`t around. Neil 

comes into the Hotel once a week for routine work or whenever we have a 

disaster - like when the ceiling fell down in Reception because the `******* 

idiot ` (Alpha One`s words) staying in the room above left his shower running 

and blocked the plug with his towel!!! She was not amused!! She was even 

less amused when we lost power to the kitchen and restaurant when she was half way through 

preparing dinner one night for a party of twenty – Neil rigged up temporary cables whilst she 

Me with the stupid 
'ski-boarding' coat!  

Angela! 

Johanna 
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Neil 



finished off the dinner on the big gas range and we just put lots of candles in the restaurant. 

She stays remarkably calm in a crisis – deals with the problems and just says `Que sera sera` - 

I don`t know what that means – but it works for her. 

But, my favourite has got to be Robbie. He lives across the road from the Hotel 

and just slowly became `one of our pack`. He was at college studying to be a 

Microsoft Engineer (I have seen his licence) so he took over all of our 

computer sites and updates and upgrades and redesigns and generally deals 

with all the technical bits that Alpha One just can`t grasp....He also runs our 

Pub Quiz every Wednesday night and he is a great DJ – DJ Struvs Discos – so 

he runs our Karaoke nights and any Discos we have on at the Hotel. The Hotel 

has a team in the Stewartry Poker League so he runs a Poker tournament in the 

Hotel every Monday night and he works behind the bar two nights a week. So I 

see quite a lot of Robbie! We are the best of friends and he is the only one Alpha One allows 

to `dog sit` me if she has to go away occasionally and I can`t go with her. 

 

January sees the last of the Pheasant Shoots and we have a great group of Irish 

Guns stay with us every year for a long weekend. They love being in the bar 

and they especially love Karaoke!!! They 

always take all of the rooms in the Hotel so they 

can sing as loud (and as badly) and drink as 

much as they like – without disturbing anybody 

else. They are a lovely group of people and we 

look forward to them coming back each year – 

although Alpha One doesn`t think they actually 

manage to shoot many birds – something to do 

with the `copious amounts of vodka consumed`! 

 

February and March are mixed months with mostly walkers, photographers and artists 

staying – Spring is lovely here. Bad months for Alpha One though. She has to plough through 

a lot of paperwork for some awful person called the VAT Man and his brother the TAX Man. 

It is not very often that I see her in a bad mood but these two really wind her up! I hope they 

never come to stay at the Hotel. 

Easter usually falls in April which sees the start of the fishing season here with the big Easter 
Festival Fishing Competition and is a very busy month for us. We have lots of fishermen 

staying at the Hotel and I know them all quite well now. They also spend a lot of time in the 

bar – and like Karaoke!!....I don`t think Alpha One likes the Karaoke Nights very much – she 

told Angela that the only way to get through them is with several large Gin and Tonics and 

earplugs but, as she works behind the bar as well on the busy nights, she has to suffer through 

them `stone cold sober`!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Robbie 

Oscar was very 
upset that he didn't 
win the karaoke 
prize! 

Irish song night!! 

One happy fisherman! 



It was about this time that Sonja, with Nelson and Lady came back to the Hotel to spend a 

month with us. 

Sonja lives in North Wales but has a holiday home now about 20 miles away from New 
Galloway. She will spend most of the summer in Scotland dividing her time between us and 

her home at Three Lochs.  She is great company and every other day walks me with her two 

dogs so Alpha One can get on with some uninterrupted work.  We were all out together on 

this fateful day but we had a real disaster – and Alpha One was really upset and I was in 

disgrace.  

I don`t remember much about this day so I have asked Alpha One to copy the email she sent 

to a friend a short while after the disaster but, please note – animals were harmed in the 

making of this story, there was almost violence and we have edited the strong language out. 

There are no flashing lights and no scenes of a sexual nature though – sorry!! 

 

Tuesday 

`Because there has been so much rain here over the last few days – most of the lochs have 
overflowed and have caused the rivers to run so high and fast we have had to keep both us 

and the dogs away from them.  So today we walked them on a local forest estate.  There are 

several signed walks on this estate and we opted for the red walk which, unfortunately, took 

us past an unmarked smallholding......with chickens.....and no gates.....which is dog heaven 

for two pointers and a terrier. Oscar was straight into the 

hen house and came out with a chicken and ran with it 

straight into the woods.  We caught Nelson who had to have 

his mouth prised open to release the chicken he had caught 

and Lady was running around after everything that moved.  

In the meantime Oscar arrived back on the scene for 

another hen and he was joined in the chase by Lady and we 

only caught them because they had both pounced on the 

cockerel – who was putting up quite a fight! Then Nelson 

slipped his collar and was off again, the woman who owned the smallholding had come out of 

the house and she added to the general carnage by screaming and shouting ......... it was 

awful.  Sonja and I just had to stand there whilst she berated us for not being able to control 

our animals (correct – but try stopping any dog once they scent the chase). We tried to 

explain that the dogs would not have been off the leads had we known that there was a 

smallholding right in the middle of a designated walk.  We were all too distraught to discuss 

anything in a rational way and I would probably have behaved even worse than the woman 

had loose dogs attacked my pets – so her reaction was understandable. We were mortified.  

All I can see when I close my eyes is Oscar running off with the chicken in his mouth in a fog 

of feathers.  My Oscar. A chicken killer. And he was going back for another one.......He is 

truly grounded. 

 

Wednesday 

 

This morning we decided that the only way we could make amends was to replace the 
chickens that had been killed or terrorised by the dogs.  Juliet and Adrian (who own the Post 

Office and have recently acquired their own chicks – Ginger, Priscilla and Elvis the 

Cockerel) told me where Bill the chicken breeder lived – so off we went.  Three hours later, 

after having admired virtually every one of Bills` 200+  prize winning chickens!!! we came 



out with three hens – two `Black Marrons` and a brown `Well Summers` - and a load of 

information I hope never to have to use again.....and he handed the chickens to us to 

carry.....upside down by the legs.....We also had a tour of his wife’s prize winning sheep and 

lambs then a tour of his office to oooh and aaarh over all of his trophies and rosettes (still 

carrying the chickens by the legs!!!).  They were a very nice couple who would be a delight to 

visit if you had a whole day to spare – as it was, we still had to go and grovel and hope the 

woman would accept the hens (all I could envisage was having to spend another three hours 

with Bill if I had to return them!!) 

 

Anyway,  with the hens safely enclosed in Oscars dog cage we set off for the Estate and 

called in on the Estate owner, Nick, who had been informed of the `marauding killing dogs` 

by the distraught woman shortly after I had rung him berating him about the lack of warning 

signs for dog owners.  He rang the woman – who is one of his tenants – to ask if we could 

visit with her to apologise for the carnage of the day before.  She agreed to see us but only if 

he accompanied us!!!  By this time he was sick of the lot of us and just wanted to get on with 

the running of his Estate but he agreed to drive over and at least stay until he was sure there 

would be no further carnage of the human kind... 

I was dreading another meeting with what I can only describe as a `banshee` and to learn 
what had happened to the chickens....but never one to shirk – off we went.   I am sure you can 

imagine the conversation between Sonja and I in the car then...... two grown up, confident, 

successful women......  

`you go first`,            

 `no, you go first` 

                        `no, you’re better at this than me` 

                        ` no I`m not` 

                        `yes you are `  

                        `but I don`t know what to say` 

                       `nor do I` 

                       `if you go first I will make dinner tonight` 

                       `I`m not that hungry` 

                       `Oh look, we are here and she is on your side of the car.............` 

We were pathetic!  So I went first, and to cut a long story short – I did the grovelling and 

apology followed by Sonja  - when she judged it was safe to get out of the car - and watched 

by a relived Nick who quickly disappeared to get on with his work when he realised knives 

had not been drawn.  The `banshee` is called Hilary, she didn`t really want the three new 

hens as she felt it may disrupt her existing brood who had all grown up together and got on 

very well!  The thought of spending another three hours with Bill at the chicken Farm made 

me very persuasive  and I waxed lyrical about `introducing new stock` , `higher yields` , 

`prize winning hens`, etc, etc.... and whilst she was thinking about it I unloaded the cage and 

tipped the hens out into an empty pen.  I was not taking them back. 

She was a nice woman.  Only one hen was killed (by Oscar!!!) the others were traumatised 
but not damaged and she had taken the attitude `that`s life in the country`.  We all chatted for 

half an hour and she told us that she wove baskets so, she has now taken a table at our next 

Antiques and Craft Fair which we hold at the Hotel once a month.  We are now the best of 

friends!!!   Out of adversity.........` 



 

I was grounded!! 

 

But, I am a Terrier at the end of the day – I was 
born to chase things – and the temptation was just 

too much to resist that day. I blame Nelson really, 

but it made no difference, we were all grounded 

and walked on leads for the next three days!! 

 

Strangely enough, a few weeks later, Hilary the Banshee rang to say that the same thing had 
happened again and other dogs had got into her yard and attacked the chickens. Alpha One 

said `have you ever thought, Hilary, about closing your gate!!!` Bit obvious I would have 

thought. 

 

May and June are lovely months here. Everything is so green 
and the woods are carpeted in Bluebells. This is when the 

walkers and motor bikers start in full force interspersed with 

fishermen and golfers. We often meet up with our guests 

when we are out on our walks because a lot of the walkers 

bring their dogs with them and are on the walks we 

recommend!! 

 

 

When Alpha One gets the time, we drive down to the coast for the day and have a `picnic` - 

they are good – she usually takes chicken for me, which, as you now know, I am very partial 

to. 

I don`t get so many long walks in July, August and September because the Hotel is so busy 
and Alpha One said she just doesn`t have the energy to walk miles with me after running 

miles around the Hotel – so we usually just walk to the golf 

course woods, which is about five minutes away, and once we 

have climbed to the top of the hill Alpha One sits on the bench 

admiring the view down the Loch while I mooch around and 

chase the deer, hares and red squirrels. It suits us both but, 

unless there is an event on at the Hotel, Sunday is always saved 

for our long walk day. Nobody checks in before 4pm on a 

Sunday – we are out! 

October and November, according to Alpha One, are the most 

beautiful of months here because of the stunning colours everywhere you look and by far the 

best time for the photographers and artists. She thinks Autumn is better than Spring but, I 

think Spring smells better.  

We have a lot of shooting parties in at this time of year as well as deer stalkers and the last 
fishing matches are held. It is a great time for walkers as well because the days are usually 

crisp and dry – ideal walking weather - so we try to get out as often as we can then as well. 

And this year we had a few bird watching groups in – they got a bird count of 108!! I don`t 

know what that means but they were very happy about it and have all booked in again for 

A view from the Golf Course Walk 

View from the bench at the Golf 
Course Woods 



next year......Alpha One said that she hopes they drink more next year. No motor bikers 

though – think they hang up their big hats until the Spring. 

And back to December.....and the end of my second year of bliss. The Hotel is usually busy 
until a few days before Christmas mostly with business people but there are lots of parties to 

look forward to, loads of presents, lots of holly......!! And I can look forward to a very happy 

New Year. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Third Year 

Time passes so quickly. It`s January again and we have lots of snow.  The Hotel is 

busy with men working for the local Hydro Plant – the snow has caused some 

problems – which is great for business!!  Lots of photographers here at the 

weekends as well so we should get sent lots of white photographs as a memento of 

their stay with us in the snow.... We had the Irish Guns 

back again but, in the interest of everyone getting some 

sleep – we didn`t book them in at the same time as the 

photographers who usually go to bed early so they can 

get up at the crack of dawn to take even more white 

photographs. 

 

February was just more of the same but the snow turned to ice and this time it was 

Alpha Ones` turn to slide down the hill – she ended up flat on her back and couldn`t get up for 

laughing – she laughs at the strangest things!!!  The Hydro Plant men are still trying to fix the 

problems - hampered now by the ice –` all good` says Alpha One. 

 

March saw the return of the awful VAT and TAX men so we all kept 

away from Alpha One and just left her to rant away in her own space – I 

will say no more on that subject.  The colours and the smells are changing 

now and we are all hoping for some mild weather.   

 

Hamish, the Scottie dog who lives next door in the shop - and my 

breakfast partner - has had his life turned upside down!! He has got a 

`sister`.  Another black Scottie dog called Maggie.  He is devastated!!  

She is about three and is considered quite cute and she has taken all of 

the attention away from Hamish.  We had some pretty miserable 

breakfast meetings following her arrival - a sister!! What could be 

worse?  I am glad it is not me. He feels so betrayed.  Alpha One would 

never do that to me.  I have got to say though – Maggie 

is quite cute and follows me around quite slavishly – another conquest!! 

 

 

We have a lot of dogs stay with us throughout the year but during April we had three beautiful 

Springer Spaniel girls here.  They had a great time.  They walked their owners for miles every day 

then we all settled down in the bar in the evening.  More devoted fans!!  They have promised to come 

back next year.  We had a great group of golfers in from Liverpool for a long weekend – they took 

over the karaoke and were so good that Alpha One said that if they come back next year she is going 

to sell tickets!!  

Guns down after a hard day!  

Alpha One took this one! 

Hamish & Maggie! 
Maggie with Hamish burying his head in 

the snow. 



May, June and July were pretty uneventful  for me – the Hotel was very busy  with fishermen, loads 

of cyclists, golfers, bikers, walkers and the Hydro men are still here......Oh Joy ! says Alpha One.  

Hamish was still sulking about Maggie and he looked quite relieved to see me every morning. 

We have heard  that this area, Galloway Forest Park,  has been awarded `Dark Sky` status – which has 

been pretty obvious to us for some time now….. – but, it has now been officially 

recognised and apparently it is a huge accolade for the area.  It means that there is 

hardly any light pollution so the stars are easily visible.  Alpha One said that we 

would have to wait until October to take full advantage of this because the nights 

are so light at the moment.   

August was so busy that  Alpha One said she was so tired that she might consider hiring a dog walker 

for me.......but she didn`t.  She managed to find the time and the energy to have our walk every day  

even though some days she couldn`t get to the top of the hill!!  This year has been all work, work, 

work. 

In September I had my first holiday!!  I didn`t know what a holiday 

was because every day seems like a holiday to me.  Alpha One said 

she was so tired that she just wanted to get away so she could just 

sleep, eat, sleep, drink and sleep some more.  This was her first 

break in three years and she needed it.  So, we left the Hotel in the 

safe hands of Angela and went to Arran.  It was a good holiday but I 

wasn`t too keen on the ferry 

crossing.  Our cottage was right on 

the beach and it was lovely and it 

was nice to have Alpha One all to myself and with no phones 

ringing, no check ins and outs, no early breakfasts and late bars.  

And Alpha One caught up on her sleep.  She said it was bliss and we 

both loved walking on the beach – I even had a swim!!  But the 

week went by quickly and before you knew it we were back on the 

ferry and back to work. 

Everything ran smoothly in my absence – Hamish and I had a long breakfast meeting the day after I 

returned so I could catch up on all the local dog news and listen to his complaints about Maggie!!  It`s 

been a few months now but he still can`t come to terms with her living with him. 

The rest of September, October and November were so busy.  Bird watchers, fishermen, shooters and 

stalkers, walkers and....the Hydro men are still here - further reinforced with more engineers.....things 

are just not going right for them. ` Thank you God` says Alpha One. 

In November Alpha One joined a group of astronomers who were staying here to go star gazing.  We 

all drove to an area about three miles away on one of my favourite walks.  I went as well to keep 

Alpha One company and so I could have a midnight stroll.  At night 

I have to wear a bright yellow collar with a flashing light on it so I 

can `see and be seen`, but the star gazers thought I was too 

distracting – I must have looked like a little shooting star whizzing 

around in the bushes – so my walk was cut short and I spent the rest 

of the night warm and cosy in my bed in the back of the car. 

Looking into the sunset at Arran! 

Me looking at the view in Arran!  

Absolutely Amazing! 



 

If it is a clear night Alpha One and I often go out to star gaze, especially if there is a meteor shower  

or if the Northern Lights can be seen.  She thinks it is absolutely beautiful and thinks we are very 

lucky to live here.  I can`t get so enthusiastic about the stars – I just think I am very lucky to live 

here!! 

December is here already and that is the end of my third year at The Cross Keys.  It has been such a 

busy year with so many people in and out of the Hotel. I have discovered so much... ....Pork 

Scratching, ginger nuts, ice cream, good friends and happiness.  I loved my holiday and hope we go 

again. The Hydro Men have been here so long that we invited them to our staff Christmas Party.  I 

look forward to Christmas and all of my presents but, I especially love the time Alpha One and me 

curl up on the sofa together for our afternoon `siesta`.  Bliss.  If there is a doggy God – Thank 

you......... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Fourth Year 

 

This year started off as busy as the last year ended.  Our Hydro Men came back – but just for a couple 

of weeks as they had finally finished the six week job that they had been working on for a year!!!!  

Aaah.  I was sorry to see them go as I had just got them trained up to pamper on demand.  But, as 

Alpha One said... `they will be back....`. 

We had a great Hogmanay party in the Hotel – we have one every year but it was especially busy this 

year.  We had our Winter snow again – more playing on the hills at the 

golf course and, of course we had our Irish Guns back who really 

excelled themselves at the karaoke, lots of Vodka was drunk and when 

we finally closed the bar at five o`clock in the morning we 

inadvertently locked one of them in the Pool Room!!  Angela found 

him asleep on the Pool table when she started her cleaning.......he just 

woke up and ordered anther drink!! 

 

Photographers, walkers, fishermen and lots of star gazers in February – and, as Alpha One predicted, 

the Hydro Men were back  - and they would be back for  a couple of weeks at a time for the rest of the 

year!  It was a lovely dry, crisp month so Alpha One and me did lots of walking.  Alpha One broke 

her back tooth so had to go back to her dentist in Liverpool so she stayed there for a few days catching 

up with friends, family and shopping.  Robbie moved into the Hotel to keep me company and we had 

a great time......late night treats and `sleep ins` - Robbie didn`t have to get up early to make 

breakfasts! 

In March, life as I knew it ended.  I got a `sister` and had to learn a new word – SHARE!!! 

Early in March, Alpha One, Robbie and me got in the car and drove for a couple of hours and ended 

up at a big farmhouse.  Alpha One and Robbie went in to the house and came out half an hour later 

with Robbie carrying this little dog!!   I wasn`t too happy because I thought this was a dog for Robbie 

and, as he was one of my adoring fans, I felt a little betrayed.  This dog was in a pretty poor state.  

Apparently, she had been rescued from a puppy farm and the people at the farmhouse were her foster 

family who had been looking after her for a few days whilst she recovered from an operation and until 

she could find a `forever home`.  She was a Yorkie Cross - although it was hard to tell. Her fur had 

been shaved very short and she had a few nasty burn marks on her side – she hadn`t had a good life!!   

She didn`t say much on the way back to The Hotel. She was 

quite sick and traumatised and I started feeling a bit sorry 

for her and told her, with gritted teeth, that she would have 

a good life with Robbie.  When we got back to The Cross 

Keys I expected Robbie to take the dog home with him – 

instead, she had a little walk around my yard then Alpha 

One carried her up to our apartment.  Within a couple of 

minutes she was on my sheepskin, on my sofa, and fast 

asleep!!!   Then Alpha One dropped the bomb shell and 

ruined my life.........`What do you think of your new sister 

Oscar? `......... What!!!  I don`t want a `sister`.....I love 

being an only dog.....we don`t need her....! 

Dancers on New Year’s Eve! 

Lily on MY sheepskin on MY sofa!  



Lots of people came to the Hotel over the next few days to see the `new 

arrival`.  Her rescue name was Foxglove but Alpha One said she was not 

standing at the back door shouting that so after long consideration and a 

lot of input she was called `Lily` - but let me tell you – a flower she is 

not!!  She smells, she has bandy front legs and all she does is eat and 

sleep. 

 

I avoided Hamish over the next few days.  I couldn`t bring myself to tell him that I had been betrayed 

the same as him.  I eventually confessed to him that I also had a `sister` and he was very sympathetic 

and understanding.  He gave me some tips on dealing with her and told me a few sneaky things to do 

that she would get the blame for. 

Alpha One bought me a new sheep skin to lie on as Lily had taken over mine and she started keeping 

watch on us at meal times otherwise I would have truly starved to death because Lily the Pig could eat 

everything in sight before you had the chance to stop her.  

Alpha One said it was probably because she would have been 

last in line for food at the puppy farm because she can be a bit 

timid – I don`t think she is timid –she can barge anything out 

of the way to get to food – she is just plain greedy.  The lines 

have been drawn now – her feeding place is one side of the 

kitchen and mine is on the other and, as my bowl is on the 

laminated part of the kitchen floor, I can hear Lily if she goes 

near it!!  I have first choice from the biscuit bowl and under no 

circumstances can Lily go near my chewy shoes.  The bed is 

too high for her to jump on so I tend to hide all of my half 

chewed things up there – Alpha One is not too happy about that 

though – she has had a few shocks at the things she has found in the bed!! 

For the next two weeks Lily was walked all around the village on her long lead so that she would 

know where she lived.  I was a bit embarrassed to be seen with her really because she looked a bit of a 

state but Alpha One had bought her a pink coat and a jumper which helped to cover her scrawny little 

body.  She was allowed off the lead in the woods after only two weeks!! Alpha One didn`t think she 

would run away – I knew she wouldn`t run away, unfortunately – she was sticking close to her food 

source!!! 

We were so busy this year that Alpha One had no time to sulk about the Brothers Grimm – the 

dreaded VAT and TAX men – I think she handed the paperwork to her long suffering accounts man to 

deal with because she said legalised robbery is the only thing she gets stressed out about and she just 

didn`t need that right now.  Especially as she was having to deal with Lily’s` toilet training at the 

same time. 

The weeks went by and Lily started to put on a bit of weight and 

her coat started to grow back in.  I continued to ignore her for the 

most part and had long talks with Hamish about how to deal with 

`the sisters`.  The Hotel was busy and we had a lot planned for 

April.  We had a lovely, packed out Easter.  Lily and I were both 

a bit sick as I took one of Alpha Ones` Easter Eggs off the coffee 

table and Lily and I ate it between us – even all the little 

chocolate eggs inside!!!  Lily watched whilst I took all of the 

wrapping off and tore the little plastic bag open then she just 

wandered over for a taste – she had never had chocolate before 

but I think she is a chocoholic now – I had to eat really quickly just so I got a share!!! Lily the Pig.  

We both got told off.  

This is me being naughty – attention 
seeking! 



In April it was Robbie`s 21
st
 Birthday and we had a big `Disney` party.  Robbie was 

Mickey Mouse, Alpha One, Angela and Donna were all behind the bar that night and 

all dressed as Minnie Mouse.  Even I had to wear Mickey ears!! We had a great night 

with everyone dressed as a cartoon character but Tigger and Buzz Light Year must 

have been roasting.  Robbie’s` brother,  Jamie, and his friends came as the `umpa 

lumpas` they were excellent but their orange make-up started melting down their 

faces as the night progressed – not a pretty sight!  Robbie had a great time and could 

even remember some of it the next day.  I remember how good the buffet was - Lily 

and I were first in the queue. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It was all work, work, work for Alpha One and me.  The Hotel was so busy.  None of us got any time 

off and I was glad, in a way, that Lily was here to take some of the attention away from me – there is 

just not enough of me to go around for all the pampering sometimes!!!  I had another little bit of a 

shock in May – Robbie got a dog!! His name is Zac and he is a miniature 

Yorkie with the biggest ears I have ever seen...I hope he grows into them.  I 

was a bit disappointed in Robbie but when I realised that Zac was going to be 

yet another one of my devoted followers – and he wasn`t going to be living 

with us – I just went with it.  As Alpha One says `life is full of 

disappointments then every now and again a lovely big surprise comes 

along......` But as she also says ` I wish my lovely big surprise would bloody 

hurry up`.  I wonder what mine is going to be?? 

In June we had to rent holiday homes in the village to take the overspill from the Hotel so Angela and 

Donna were kept really busy both in and out of the Hotel.  I was exhausted running up and down the 

stairs every time the doorbell rang – I had to let Lily take over this job as we had loads of motor 

bikers in and I had to deal with them.  Alpha One and Johanna the Cook spent lots of time in the 

kitchen as the restaurant was so busy and Alpha One said that she really looked forward to playing 

Poker on a Monday night – just so she could sit down for a couple of hours!!  Sonja, Lady and Nelson 

had arrived in April for a couple of weeks but they were still here – Sonja had to look after the Hotel 

in the afternoons so Alpha One could have her `siesta` so she could get through the evenings!! 

 

 

Robbie as Mickey 
Mouse! 

Robbie's Dad as 
Tigger! 

The Umpa Lumpas! 

Zac 

Alpha One, Angela & Donna 



June was also a very romantic month for us – Donna got married and 

Sonja met a lovely man called Edward.  Donna married Kris, who she 

had known for years but their lives had gone off in different 

directions but, by chance, they met up again a couple of years ago 

and they fell in love, all over again.  AAhhhhhhhh xx.  We had the 

wedding reception here and it was lovely.  Robbie also met a very 

nice girl at the reception but, she was from America, so his romance 

was cut short by distance.  He was a bit upset - I know how he felt 

though – I still miss Layla. 

Sonja met Edward by chance as well.  They are both very artistic – into 

painting and photography – and they have both had their own Antique 

business.  They had so much in common and Edward likes Nelson and 

Lady ...could be another wedding???  

I was looking very fit – I had had weeks running with Nelson and Lady – 

and Lily, though I hate to say it, is looking pretty cute.  Her coat has 

grown back in and she looks really healthy – Nelson thinks she is 

gorgeous!  I wouldn`t go that far.  Sonja left the Hotel at the end of June – 

so she could spend more time with Edward but it had been great having 

them here for so long.  I do miss them when they go – they are my best friends. 

July, August and September passed in a blur and we still needed to rent holidays homes in the village.  

No sooner had we gone to bed than we were up again for breakfasts.  Alpha One said that when she 

leaves here she is never cooking another breakfast again!!  She said that up to now this year she has 

cooked over 3,000 breakfasts!! That’s a lot of sausages!!   

At the end of September we went back to Arran for a few days holiday so that Alpha One could have 

some uninterrupted sleep.  This was Lily`s first holiday and her first time on the ferry so I acted quite 

blasé about it – I didn`t like it though.  We had another lovely week and, as the season had just ended, 

we had the beaches to ourselves most of the time.  Alpha One took her Metal Detector toy and we 

helped her dig up loads of 

ring pulls and bottle tops!! 

She was a bit disappointed – 

not much treasure there.  We 

were all relaxed and rested by 

the time we got the ferry 

back which was a good job 

because it didn`t slow down 

at the Hotel.  

 

 

 

 

Donna & Kris! 

On our Happy Holidays! 

Sonja & Edward 



October and November were busy with shoots.  No sooner 

had one lot of Guns left than another lot arrived.  Lots of fit, 

disciplined gun dogs running around the yard.  These dogs 

don`t come into the Hotel as they are outdoor dogs and live 

outside with the exception of Pepper, who is a lovely Border 

Terrier  who comes twice a year with Mick the Gamekeeper 

who organises a big shoot in November and comes back to 

fish in May.  Mick is the Head Man on a big estate down 

south and has been coming to the Hotel for the last five years.  

His group is one of Alpha Ones` favourites but she can`t understand that as his job is `hunting, 

shooting and fishing` why he wants to do that on his holidays as well!!  Must be because he can drink 

lots of red wine when he is here. 

And........in November, just before the fireworks......Sonja and Edward 

got married!!! They said that at their age `life is too short to wait....`  Lily 

and I didn`t go to the wedding, we stayed at the Hotel with Robbie....lots 

of treats..... But when Alpha One came back she said it was a beautiful 

wedding  and that Sonja, Edward,  Nelson and Lady were all very happy 

and they make a lovely pack.   

 

I have had a few additions to my social circle this year.  As well as Lily and Zac, Juliet and Adrian – 

who have the Post Office in the village - are now owned by Darcy, a huge German Shepherd and a 

`brother` for Gina.  Jason the Bus Driver and Sally – who used to be the cook here until she went back 

to College – are now owned by Belle, a really bouncy Springer.  So it can be quite busy in the Park 

when we all meet up.  We met up with Hamish and Maggie a couple of months after Lily arrived – I 

have breakfast with Hamish and Maggie quite regularly but this was the first time they had met Lily.  

Maggie was a little bit jealous as she is very attached to me but Hamish thought Lily was beautiful!!!  

He wants to try living with her...... well, actually he does..... He suggested we swap `sisters`......  At 

first I would have been more than happy to pack her off to him but, now that I have got her trained to 

my way of thinking – and, the Lily has blossomed into quite a pretty little thing – I declined his 

proposal.  And I don`t think Alpha One would have been too pleased.  

It Is December already and I had to explain all about Christmas and the 

parties and the presents to Lily.  It must have been a strange year for her 

when I think about it.  She had never been in a house before, never been 

around people, never ran in the park or the woods and had never had 

any quiet time.  She had lived in a little pen, surrounded by constant 

barking and with no love and attention or treats for three years.  I can`t 

even imagine it.  But considering all of that, she has turned into a really 

happy dog, she loves meeting new people and has become quite a good 

assistant for me – which is a good job really because I don`t think I 

could have coped on my own this year.  We have been so busy and we 

were all looking forward to closing for three days between Christmas 

and Hogmanay so we could have a rest. 

 

Sonja & Edward 

A few of Mick's singing guns!! 



That`s the end of my fourth year.  Our pack has increased, we have made more friends, sharing isn`t 

too bad after all, and we are all well, safe and happy.  It was an eventful year, especially for Lily and 

we are both looking forward to the next one!!   

 

 

 

Time for bed!! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Note from Susan – Alpha One!!  Lily was rescued by Many Tears Animal Rescue – who rescue dogs 

from all over the country – and place them with `foster families` until they are fit and well and ready 

to be re-homed.  A big thank you from me, and Oscar!  For bringing Lily into our lives and for 

helping so many other dogs find their `forever homes`.  ) 


